
 
Advent 2021 Reflections/Action Steps (Week Four) 

 
 

Care for Creation 
 
Pope Francis’ May 24, 2015, encyclical Laudato Si’ calls on each of us to love, respect, and 
nurture the Earth—our sister and mother and our shared inheritance and home. As both Pope 
Francis and St. Francis have helped us to understand, the Earth is given by God for our 
sustenance and joy and entrusted to our committed care. This Advent season, we will reflect 
on passages from Laudato Si’. Meditating and praying on the passages can support us in taking 
actions inspired by Pope Francis’ words and wisdom and by the seven multiyear Laudato Si’ 
Action Platform goals.  (Note: For the action steps in this Advent guide, Earth, Creation, and 
Nature are capitalized to reflect their divinity and importance. Underlined passages in blue 
are internet links to additional useful information.) 
 
Sunday, December 19, 2021 
The harmony between the Creator, humanity and creation as a whole was disrupted by our 
presuming to take the place of God and refusing to acknowledge our creaturely limitations. This 
in turn distorted our mandate to “have dominion” over the earth (cf. Gen 1:28), to “till it and 
keep it” (Gen 2:15). As a result, the originally harmonious relationship between human beings 
and nature became conflictual (cf. Gen 3:17-19). It is significant that the harmony which Saint 
Francis of Assisi experienced with all creatures was seen as a healing of that rupture. Saint 
Bonaventure held that, through universal reconciliation with every creature, Saint Francis in 
some way returned to the state of original innocence. This is a far cry from our situation today. . . 
. (LS 66) 
Action Step: Find, read, and consider memorizing a poem celebrating our close 
connection with Nature or wider Creation. Alternatively, stand outside at night, 
absorbing Nature’s sounds and sights and thinking about the vast expanse of Creation. 
 
Monday, December 20, 2021 
Our insistence that each human being is an image of God should not make us overlook the fact 
that each creature has its own purpose. None is superfluous. The entire material universe speaks 
of God’s love, his boundless affection for us. Soil, water, mountains: everything is, as it were, a 
caress of God. (LS 84) 
Action Step: Identify five passages from Scripture that speak to care of the Earth. 
Memorize these passages or refresh them in your memory. 
 
Tuesday, December 21, 2021 
Ecological culture cannot be reduced to a series of urgent and partial responses to the 
immediate problems of pollution, environmental decay, and the depletion of natural resources. 
There needs to be a distinctive way of looking at things, a way of thinking, policies, an 
educational program, a lifestyle, and a spirituality which together generate resistance to the 
assault of the technocratic paradigm. . . . To seek only a technical remedy to each environmental 
problem which comes up is to separate what is in reality interconnected and to mask the true 
and deepest problems of the global system. (LS 111) 
Action Step: Compose (and if you have the means, deliver) a Gospel-based homily or 
sermon on care for the Earth. 
 
 

https://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html
https://laudatosiactionplatform.org/
https://laudatosiactionplatform.org/


 
Wednesday, December 22, 2021 
We are part of nature, included in it and thus in constant interaction with it. Recognizing the 
reasons why a given area is polluted requires a study of the workings of society, its economy, its 
behavior patterns, and the ways it grasps reality. Given the scale of change, it is no longer 
possible to find a specific, discrete answer for each part of the problem. It is essential to seek 
comprehensive solutions which consider the interactions within natural systems themselves and 
with social systems. We are faced not with two separate crises, one environmental and the other 
social, but rather with one complex crisis which is both social and environmental. Strategies for 
a solution demand an integrated approach to combating poverty, restoring dignity to the 
excluded, and at the same time protecting nature. (LS 139) 
Action Step: Identify a source of ongoing pollution in a local area and try to determine 
some of the contributing social and economic factors in the continuance of this 
pollution. Determine a small step to take to begin addressing one of the elements in the 
situation. 
 
Thursday, December 23, 2021 
Ecological Spirituality recovers a religious vision of God’s creation and encourages greater 
contact with the natural world in a spirit of wonder, praise, joy, and gratitude. (Laudato Si’ 
Action Platform) 
Action Step: If the weather allows, find a welcoming natural setting in which to pray. If 
you prefer, take a leisurely walk in Nature and then compose a prayer when you return 
from the walk. If the weather is inhospitable, meditate and pray using a painting or 
photograph or a scene in your memory for inspiration. 
Numerous additional actions are suggested in the “Overview of Laudato Si’ Goals and 
Actions.” 
 
Friday, December 24, 2021 
Community Engagement and Participatory Action encourage the development of cultures 
and policies that protect our common home and all who share it. (Laudato Si’ Action Platform) 
Action Step: Host a discussion session on Laudato Si’. At the conclusion of the 
discussion, ask each participant to determine a next step she or he will take in behalf of 
the Earth and our neighbors nearby and around the globe. 
Numerous additional actions are suggested in the “Overview of Laudato Si’ Goals and 
Actions.” 

 
Saturday, December 25, 2021 
Merry Christmas! 
The Lord was able to invite others to be attentive to the beauty that there 
is in the world because he himself was in constant touch with nature, 
lending it an attention full of fondness and wonder. As he made his way 

throughout the land, he often stopped to contemplate the beauty sown by his Father, and invited 
his disciples to perceive a divine message in things: “Lift up your eyes, and see how the fields are 
already white for harvest” (Jn 4:35). . . . Jesus lived in full harmony with creation, and others 
were amazed: “What sort of man is this, that even the winds and the sea obey him?” (Mt 8:27). 
(LS 97-98) 
Action Step: Celebrate Jesus’ birth in part by honoring God’s presence in all of Creation. 
Celebrate in such a way that you protect our sister Mother Earth and all for whom she is 
home. For example, can you save and reuse (for future gifts or for crafts) the wrapping 
paper from the gifts you receive this Christmas? 
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